**Icemens Meet B. in Opener Tonight**

When the Institute icemen lineup on the ice tonight, there are no reasons to expect anything but a good game. The lineup, which is essentially in our backfield—the Boston Areas—and admission is free to returning spectators.

The Tech lineup will also be in action tonight. This team will consist of five experienced players—Paul Schneider, '39, and Fred Haskin, '39, with Paul Herzog, '39, and Victor Cramer, '40, to complete the lineup. The Tech's lineup has won the Institute hockey championship the last two years and is expected to repeat in 1939.

**SPORTS COMMENT**

Five Varsity Men Chosen To Begin

In Harvard Game

Cramer, Schneider, Samuel, Herakoff And Farrell Are Chosen

A four-man Harvard hockey team will take on the Crimson in the opening ball of the Institute's hockey season at the arena, to take place this Tuesday in the Harvard Gym. This team, announced last night by Coach D. Carroll to The Tech will consist of five experienced players—Paul Schneider, '39, and Fred Haskin, '39, with Paul Herzog, '39, and Victor Cramer, '40, to complete the lineup. The Tech's lineup has won the Institute hockey championship the last two years and is expected to repeat in 1939.

**Institute MusketEERS Meet Arlington Today**

*Continued from Previous Page*

Third meeting of the current rifle season will take place today at Arlington. Thirty varsity members met a civilian team from the William Smith Club. The Tech team won by a score of 93 to 86.

**Squashmen Open in Opener Tonight**
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